
                       Special Timber Submission by George Smiley 
 
 
Having made a living from construction, mostly cabinetry, fit out and architectural  
details I had ideas when I came to Tasmania about custom built and designer furniture 
using our special timbers.  But we bought a dairy farm which took every moment of 
time and anything left over was employed working off the farm to try and make a go 
of it.  But I had seen an advertisement in Fine Woodworking magazine for a mobile 
horizontal bandmill they were manufacturing in America.  Obviously we couldn't 
afford it milking cows so I decided to build one and they sent me a brochure with  
enough details - I measured the pictures up with a vernier caliper and built one over a 
12 month period.  By then we had switched to beef production so there was some 
spare time available. And no expense was spared; I designed most of the electronic 
and mechanical details behind the guards myself and in the end it cost almost as 
much as the original less freight. But later I saw the machine I had copied and it 
wasn't a patch on mine. 
 
So I started a mobile sawmilling business.  It was the only one of its kind in Tasmania 
then and it still wasn't a good business working on contract in competition with the  
big traditional sawmills which were everywhere then.  So it became obvious that I 
had to concentrate on high value special timbers.   I began salvaging, buying private 
timber and pulp logs from Hampshire, selling to craftspeople and tradies.  The former 
especially had trouble making ends meet and there was no way I wanted to compete 
with my customers who were already struggling.  But I could cut shorts, burls, 
blocks, even veneers from  just about anything and produce everything they wanted 
and more, even from the 'rubbish on the forest floor' which the paper people certainly 
didn't want contrary to the slogan at the time.  But unfortunately the plentiful stumps, 
heads, crotches, short butts and leavings ARE NOT VIABLE unless 
 

1. it comes from old growth forest and you choose it yourself because the forestry 
staff and contractors have mostly no idea whatsoever about who, where, what, 
how and why.  So they are always trying to codify everything; diameter, 
bumps, sweep, twist, length in order to both sell a product and keep you from 
getting what you really want in case their crown millers get angry about timber 
rightfully theirs being retailed in competition.  But they don't do this stuff 
anyway because you have to know something and take care in cutting and 
drying it.  Anything bigger than 1 inch boards can't be thrown in a kiln and 
turned out in 30 days to maximize cash flow.   

 
2. To actually supply specialty markets you don't want truckloads of junk suitable 

for wood-turning or primitive chairs. You can use a lot of character material for 
turning but to have a viable business you need quality logs to turn into super 
high value products like boat timbers, beams, sawn veneers, marquetry slices, 
colour matched and oriented  table top boards or unique slabs, 100 mm squares 
for legs and bedposts, musical instrument parts, traditional window members 



and restoration sizes, newells and spindle blanks, decorative panelling et 
cetera.  Neither Forestry nor the industry are hardly fey with these things so 
there is a small niche. The big operators have no interest because they need 
volume and quick turnover to cover operational costs.  Four inch blackwood 
squares for example can only be cut at specific times of the year so they won't 
crack.  They have to be taken from very large clean logs and have to be racked 
and stored under cover for four  years. So they are mostly unavailable. Back in 
the late nineties I went to a special timbers seminar and Peter Piper of Piper's 
Truline complained he could only get one tabletop per cubic meter pack of 
Britton Bros. 1” blackwood.  The reason being that the packs were mostly 
shorts and 2nd rate boards, the better material was flitched and sliced to glue 
on craftwood panels which was where the money was. ( not the downstream 
jobs however).  Whereas small operators like me who rarely obtained suitable 
timber still produced as many long 125 and 150 mm. face cut boards as 
possible and when I had it there would be 10 tabletops in a pack. 

 
And of course most of the people who worked with these timbers are dead or retired. 
So if our leadership imagines they think they are going to supply enough material to 
re-ignite old industries, they will also have to train woodworkers anew AND re-
market it all to consumers totally ignorant of traditional styles which wouldn't fit in 
their modern homes anyway and as far as modern furniture goes are just as happy 
with cheap photo-melamine covered fibreboard from China or Germany via Harvey 
Norman or for the top end UTAS design school stuff with the aforesaid veneers on a 
substrate. 
 
One reason I never bothered to make even my own timber furniture was because 
quality antiques suitable for a heritage style home are so cheap I could barely buy or 
produce the timber to make them for the price much less justify my time.  But I have 
a dining table I made along with a built-in pantry unit from a single salvaged 
Hampshire blackwood log.  Hampshire blackwood was the best, almost the colour of 
mahogany and it's virtually extinct now. This one had numerous bumps that took it 
out of the sawlog category and in consequence was a unique treasure.  The pantry has 
simple raised panel doors and only one joinery shop could cut the panels.  “There's no 
demand for that anymore, but if you want we can find some of our old cutters and the 
set-up alone will cost you $300.” 
 
That had been my whole budget so I built it all with a radial arm saw.  It took some 
extra sanding. They are  flush overlay doors and I manufactured all the pintle style 
brass hinges too; thirty of them in about 6 or 8 hours and it was worth my time not to 
get them sent from Germany,  not to mention the two month wait over Christmas (it 
was a present for my wife)for their Australian dealer to restock.  Which is to say all is 
out of kilter in this world. 
 
 
                                                              



                                                                 Species 
Frankly our special timbers are not as special as we imagine.  There are tropical 
versions of blackwood which is an acacia.  It is also a health hazard to woodworkers 
being allergenic and carcinogenic.  Koa is less dense but almost indistinguishable and 
I would bet that having evolved in an island environment free of browsing animals it 
probably has a clean bill of health. 
 
Black heart sassafrass is relatively rare as it comes from a fungal heartstain in 
damaged trees.  The forestry was trying to make it happen with innoculants but all 
you have to do is damage the head and wait.   It is wonderful to mill, it opens up 
looking like coloured ink has been poured everywhere.  But the pigments are unstable 
and over the space of a few years those striking black features bleach to a dirty 
yellow. I used to sell tonnes of it to the wood turners – it didn't matter how unsawlog 
like it was as long as there was lots of colour.  There were tonnes of it available from 
the Surrey Hills clearfell/conversion. I would just slab them through and through and 
sell it straight off the saw for 2 dollars a super foot, which was very good money 
considering a log could be reduced in ten or fifteen minutes and I scaled out but did 
not remove the wain edges. 
 
                                                            Other species 
 
 Myrtle is difficult – even the wood chippers don't like it because of the bark                    
inclusions and rot in the big old trees. Colour is variable with the preferred deep red 
being relatively rare, but the burls and figure are magic.  Good burl trees  were worth 
slicing into veneer until the Somerset people saw $ signs and decided to slice 
everything that had a bump on it and it became the same old and destroyed the 
specialty market.   But North Forests could sell it for cardboard boxes and now it is 
gone which means we have to access a yearly quota wherever. 
 
Celery Pine is probably the best; it is crisp, strong and stable.  Unfortunately it takes 
hundreds of years to grow to maturity -neither the sapwood nor the heartwood is 
useful so small trees are not worth harvesting.  Nor can they be digested for paper 
which seals the fate of most of it -boiler fuel or windrows. 
 
Down in the Styx I saw a giant cleared landing with many hundreds of tonnes of 
celery poles.  They would have made whole suburbs of pole or post and beam houses 
or minimal recovery of 19x100 or 125 panelling so no-one wanted them.  Presumably 
they had been cleared to make way for fast-growing eucalypts without consideration 
that if eucs could have grown there in the first place the celery would have remained 
an understory.   
 
And bar Huon pine the rest are only a curiosity.  Huon pine is probably the most 
unique and interesting timber.  It is over-rated for design, the better quality being 
plain as mud and over-used for decorative purposes being soft and easily marked, 
while the  internal volatile oils that make it useful for wooden boats and woodcarving 



interfere with most finishes.  It is also highly variable according to locality; I have 
some that is unstable and dense as oak or myrtle.   
 
The best probably came from Lake Burbury.  The forestry had a contractor with an 
excavator out on the flats for months digging up buried stumps mostly.  Salvagers 
didn't get to keep sawlogs which meant their operations were ultimately unviable 
because sales of craftwood are always limited.  So Peter Munday dug up a mountain 
of the stuff which he imagined was worth a fortune or he would have backed out 
before he went broke; the mountain ended up at Bernie Bradshaw's relocated sawmill.  
Then everyone was allowed to salvage starting about two months before the plug 
went in the dam and I took a lot out myself and purchased a lot more, one local used 
a big 4x4 with a winch and stockpiled it in a gully opposite the Mt Lyell Mine. He 
would deliver loads to me on the north coast for $300 per tonne.  I fitted a guide to a 
big chainsaw with a six foot bar and slabbed up root systems and large butts and it 
worked perfectly.  The stumps are cleaned with a Gerni; the first cut requires a guide; 
an old piece of a ladder or somesuch and after that it is easy as the guide runs on the 
flat from the last slab.   
 
The funny thing is that FT could never keep their paws out.  They are paid 
administrators and so they do. They put Bradshaw into craftwood and to help him 
with his mountain of stumps they brought in a really big horizontal bandsaw from 
Lilydale that ran on railway tracks.  The blades were so big they had to go on a flat 
tray to Launceston for sharpening and I still find it hard to believe but I recollect it 
had no vertical adjustment or dogging system.  It would have worked to break giant 
eucalypts down with a couple cuts to fit them into the usual breaking down headsaw.  
So it was a white elephant and they also bought an experimental bandsaw similar  to 
mine that some dope had invented that ran a tiny blade across an impossibly wide 
throat. They hoped that one saw or the other could slab this stuff.  Unfortunately it's 
all full of sand and gravel and bandsaws don't handle oblique grain directions even 
when sharp, at least not with 30 mm blades over 1.5 metre spans. But I and everyone 
else in the business could do it perfectly with a minimal outlay for a big chainsaw.  
It's slow but a couple hours a week would suffice to fill the demands of all my 
customers in the NW. 
 
Nevertheless it is gold or at least appears to be when tourists buy short offcuts at the 
Strahan wharf. Local investors even showed up during those last two months.  One 
consortium came with an excavator and semi to haul it all away.  They dumped  it at a 
local farm and I was hired with an offsider to cut it up.  We filled a 20 foot container 
with the best of it,  and they sent it off to Sydney where I understood it wholesaled as 
one lot for  $10000.  I and the help had cost $7000 and there was one huge butt 
complete with root system, solid bird's eye made into 2 inch slabs, each of which 
(more than 10) would have retailed locally for $1500 each at some time in the future.  
I was somewhat p*ssed because I would have paid them at least 8 thousand to just 
dump the lot  unprocessed at my place.  I later bought the rest for $500 after a grass 
fire had gone through it, not as severe as the Lake Gordon disaster where the 



stockpile of salvaged logs (by a diver not a multi-million dollar arm) were mostly 
destroyed. 
 
In 1998 I sold my sawmill and a shedfull of beautiful slabs to someone from South 
Australia.  The timber had been sitting there for some years and the local craftspeople 
hadn't needed it very badly.  North had thrown me off their freehold and 6 months 
later offered timber (chosen by them) at double the previous price (I had been paying 
veneer log rates).  Hampshire was virtually finished anyway. There were mobile 
sawmills everywhere, some bandsaws but mostly Peterson or Lucas double-stroke 
things with 2 circular blades, and it was time to do something different.   
 
So all this begs some questions.  We are now to suppose that the poor boat builders 
and craftspeople about whom nobody ever gave a damn are suddenly important 
features of the Tasmanian economy.  Government money will be coming out of the 
woodwork to fund industrial scale enterprises which can only exist with large export 
markets.   
 
Firstly if we send all this stuff abroad why will anyone want or need to buy the 
finished products in Tasmania? It sounds like the locals will be the losers once again. 
 
Secondly outside Tasmania, even in Melbourne or Sydney it is only a small category 
amongst the cheap imports from desperate once-off clear-fell operations all over the 
world -the last of the great primary temperate and rainforests coming down  to 
popular demand and  accordingly ours doesn't command very high prices for high 
volumes. 
 
Thirdly marketing special timber sourced from clearcut swathes through significant 
conservation areas is not going to be easy. The concept may be electorally popular in 
the backblocks here where there is a surfeit of unemployed skidder drivers, especially 
since the anticipated Chinese milk boom and mining booms fell over but that 
particular sector of the population doesn't buy luxury goods at the top end of the 
market, just like they didn't buy shares in Gunn's Ltd. despite their cheerleading for 
its proposed pulp mills.  Maybe they weren't so stupid after all. 
 
Maybe its about time winners and losers were sorted out by simple hard economics 
and capacity to pay and do a job instead of government subsidies and patronage for 
every sharp operator with the  harbour bridge to sell for headlines come election 
season. These men are thinking only of you. 
 
George Smiley 
249 Upper Natone Rd. 
Natone, Tasmania 7321 


